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SUMMARY 

A heater system has been developed for a hypersonic wind tunnel 

which uses nitrogen as the test gas and can operate continuously at 

Mach  numbers  up  to 20. 

A  small   pilot   hypersonic  nitrogen  tunnel,   which   is  designed  to 

operate ultimately  at   a  gas  stagnation  pressure of   10,000 psia,   has 

been  used   in  the  development of  the  heater   system.     To date the 

operating  stagnation  pressures have  been   limited  to   1000 psia.     (At 

such a total   pressure,   the total   temperature  required lo avoid  condensa- 

tion of  the  nitrogen   in   the test  section  at  a Mach  number  of  20   is  about 

4^ü(J0R.)     The   investigations  have been  concerned mainly  with  the  develop- 

ment  of  the  heater   unit  and  no attempt   has  oeen  made,  so  far,   to establish 

high Mach  number   flow   in  the  nozzle.     The  heater   system  uses  a  small 

electrically  heated  graphite element  containing  a  spiral   heat  transfer 

gas  passage. 

The major  problems  encountered   in  the  development have  been  caused 

by  chemical   reactions   in   th^ heater   involving  substances other   than   pure 

nitrogen and  pure  graphite.    The purity of   the  gas  supply,   the  cleanliness 

of   the equipment   (including outgassing  before  use)  and  the  grade of 

graphite used  are  of   utnost   importance.     A  thin   impermeable coating  of 

pyrolytic  graphite over   the outside of   the   heater  element   has  prevented 

the   formation  of   holes   in  the outer  wall,   which occurred  earlier   using 

uncoated elements.     Such  coated elements   have  regularly  been  used   to 
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provide steady gas temperatures up to 5000oR. at 1000 psia pressure. 

The amount of oxidation evident in the heater passage has been small 

and can be further reduced by using a new grade of graphite which is 

now aval lable. 

An analysis of   the  heater  performance  using an energy  balance has 

yielded an empirical   formula,   in non-dimensional   form,  which  describes 

the performance of  the  heater  system over   its present range of   use. 

It   is suggested  that  the results of   this  analysis might  be  useful   in 

the extension  of  operation to higher   gas  pressures  (10,000 psia),   the 

problems of which  are  not  considered  severe.    The present  unit  has 

application also   ir   the heating of other   gasas. 
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A  GRAPHITE  RESISTANCE  HEATER 

FOR A HYPERSONIC WIND TUNNEL USING NITROGEN 

I.     INTRODUCTION 

In  recent  years,   the   Interest   in hypersoric   flight  has stimulated 

the  development of  experimental   tools which can  simulate conditions of 

ultra high  speed   flight   (Mach  numbers of the order of  20)   In the   laboratory. 

Several   new  types of test   facilities  have evolved   (References   I  and 2). 

Such   facilities as the "hot-shot"  tunnel,  the shock  tunnel,  and the arc 

or  plasma  tunnel   have been  designed to provide the  high enthalpies and 

high  temperatures with many of   the  real   gas effects which  are experi- 

enced   in  hypersonic  flight.    However,   the  flows produced   In  these 

faciliries  are very complex   (there are basic questions of   flow compo- 

sit ion and   steadiness)  and measurements are difficult  to make because 

of  the extremely  short running times   In the case of  the  "hot-shot" 

and  shod    tunnels   (of the order  of  milliseconds),   or  the high heat 

transfer  rates   in  such equipment  as arc tunnels.     The  short  running 

times  preclude many of  the  types  of   test  which  are  carried  out   in con- 

ventional   wind  tunnels,   but  the more  serious  restriction   is  the   lack 

of   detailed   information on  the  state of   the gas   in  the  test   section. 

A   somewhat  different  approach  to the exper ime-nta I   study of 

hypersonic   flows   is being   followed  by the Gas Dynamics  Laboratory of 



Princeton University.       The method  here  »s to try  to   isolate the 

fundamental   fluid mechanical   effects at high Mach  numbers  by avoiding 

the  complexities of  real   gas  and  very high  temperature  sffec+s, 

which,   as  yet,  are  not  completely  understood.     This   can   be done  using 

conventional   wind tunnel   techniques j_f  the test  gas  which   is  used 

behaves  as a thermally perfect  gas  throughout.     The problem then 

becomes  one of  designing a  high Mach  number  wind  tunnel   to operate 

at  conditions where  there   is   neither  condensation  of   the  test gas 

during  expansion   in  the  nozzle  nor   dissociation   in   the   stagnation 

chamber.     For  a desired  test   section Mach  number,   these  considera- 

tions determine the   lower  and  upper   limits to  the  stagnation temperature 

which must  prevail   in  any  given  gas operating at  a  desired  stagnation 

pressure.      If  air   Is  the  test  gas,   some  form of   heater   is  necessary 

to avoid condensation   in   flows  at Mach  numbers   greater   than about   5, 

and  a  stagnation temperature  of  the order  of   5000oR.   is   required to 

provide  a Mach  number of  20.     At   this  temperature  some   real   gas  effects 

would  be evident but  no dissociation or   ionization would occur.      If 

helium,   which  has a  very   low   condensation  temperature,    is   used as  the 

test  gas,   flows at Mach  numbers  greater  than  25  are obtainable without 

using a  heater.    A  helium  hypersonic  tunnel   has  been   in  operation  at 

the  Gas  Dynamics  Laboratory of  Princeton University  since   1950 

(Reference  3).     Such  a tunnel   provides a quite  simple apparatus 

for   the  experimental   study of   hypersonic   flows.      Its operation   is 

directly  comparable  to that  of  a   conventional   supersonic  blow-down 

wind  tunnel,   running  times are   long and all   of   the  usual   wind tunnel 

measurements  can be made with  easo.     However,   since  helium   is a 

monatomic  yas  with  a  ratio of   specific  heats,      o       equal   to   1.67, 
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whereas air   is a diatomic gas with     (T    equal  to   1.4,  the results 

from tests  using helium are  not  directly applicable to the simulation 

of   flight   in  air.    Although   It  has  been proposed  that  the results of 

tests  using  helium may be used.   In  some   instances,   to predict the 

results which would  be obtained  using air   (Reference 4),   the theoretical 

understanding of  hypersonic   fIOWG   is not adequate,   at the moment,  to 

justify any widespread  conversion,   particularly   for  complicated  shapes. 

(For   simple  shapes,   the  he Num tunnel   provides  a direct  way to check 

theories   !n  which      if      can  be explicitly   Included.)     In  view of these 

considerations,  there   is a  need   for a hypersonic wind tunnel  which  uses 

air,  or  a similar  diatomic  gas,  and which   Is  capable of  continuous 

operation   in   the range of Mach  numbers  from   10 to 20. 

Mach  numbers  up  to about   14 have been  obtained   in wind  tunnels 

u^ing various  heating  systems  such as wire electrical   heaters 

(Reference  5)   and pebble bed  heaters   (Reference 6).     For  higher  Mach 

numbers,   requiring gas  stagnation  temperatures   in excess of  3000oR., 

there exists  the difficulty of   finding heater materials which will 

withstand hot oxidizing atmospheres.    The  solution  proposed   In   1957 

by Dr.   A.  G.   Hammitt*,   was  to avoid  the oxidation  problem by using a 

gas which  has properties  similar  to those of  air  and  yet   is   Inert to 

some particular  heater material   In  the relevant  temperature range. 

Nitrogen  and  graphite appeared  to constitute  such  a  desirable combina- 

tion of   test  gas and  heater  material   (References  7  to 9) .     Since 

* Dr.  A.  G.   Hammitt,  now  at  Space Technology  Laboratories,   Inc., 
initiated  the present   investigations,  carried  out  the original 
experiments  and continued  to be  associated  with  the work  until 
June   I960. 
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graphite sublimes at a terrperature greater 1han 7000oR., the theoretical 

limit of this combination is set by the chemical reaction of the 

graphite and nitrogen, which Is predicted to occur only when the 

nitrogen becomes dissociated (References 7 and 9),  Significant dis- 

sociation of nitrogen begins to occur at 5400oR. at atmospheric pressure 

and at correspondingly higher temperatures at higher pressures. Conse- 

quently, it was thought possible to use a graphite heater with nitrogen 

in a hypersonic wind tunnel designed to operate at a Mach number of 20, 

in which the gas total temperature necessary to avoid condensation at a 

total pressure of I0OO psl is about 4500°^.  Experiments began in I95Ö 

directed towards the development of a simple graphite resistance heater 

which would heat a continuous flow of nitrogen.  The method which was 

adopted was to house a resistance heating element inside a pressure 

vessel (which resembled the stagnation chamber of a conventional blow 

down wind tunnel) in such a way that nitrogen supplied to the surround- 

ing space passed through a heat transfer passage in the element before 

entering the wind tunnel nozzle.  / small pilot hypersonic nitrogen 

tunnel has been used in the development of the heater system.  The 

tunnel is designed to operate ultimately at a stagnation pressure of 

IC^OOO psi, but for the study reported herein the operating pressure 

has been limited to I000 psia.  At this stagnation pressure, the mass 

flow of nitrogen thro1 gh the tunnel ar room temperature is about 

0.02 pounds per second.  Up to the present time, the emphasis has been 

placed on heater development and only the most preliminary investiga- 

tions of the flow in the nozzle have been made. 
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The experimentaI development program has Involved the 

testing of several different elenent geometries, and several different 

grades of graphite have been used. Early in the investigations, 

concentration was put on a simple rod-like element containing a single 

spiral heat transfer passage which was made from a very dense grade of 

graphite.  Steady and repeatable operation of the system at gas temp- 

eratures suitable for a test section Mach number of 20 has recently 

been achieved following the use of some of the most recently developed 

grades of graphite, ine luding pyrolytic graphite. 

The purpose of the present report is to outline some of the 

experimental work and analysis which has been carried out and to present 

the performance achieved with the heater system to date. The details of 

the experimental development of the heater element are to be found in 

References 10 and II. The design of a hypersonic nitrogen tunnel is 

considered and the present equipment is described in Section II of 

this report.  In Section III the design of the heater element itself 

is discussed and some account is given of the development. Some 

particular results from heater performance tests are presented in 

Section IV with some considerations of how the experimental test 

results may be presented in non-dimensional form.  In Section V, a 

general equation for the heating system is derived using an energy 

balance, which is used in Section VI as a basis tor an empirical 

correlation of the heater performance. The characteristics, diffi- 

culties and future possibilities of this type of heater are discussed 

in Section VII. 
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II. THE PILOT HYPERSONIC NITROGTN TUNNEL 

Detailed thermodynamic properties of nitrogen are tabulated 

for pressures up to 100 atmospheres and for temperatures up to 5400oR. 

(Reference 12).  These tables are sufficient for the purposes of the 

investigation reported herein, but more information will be required 

later for operation at higher pressures (Reference 13). 

An examination of the tables confirms thaf, for the combinations 

of pressures and temperatures to be expected in the gas flow, it is 

reasonable to consider nitrogen as a perfect gas with variable specific 

heat.  Moreover, the variation of the ratio of the specific heats of 

nitrogen with temperature in the appropriate temperature range is very 

nearly the same as that for air (Reference 14), and so it is reasonable 

to use the extensive tables already available for air as a thermally- 

perfect gas to give the isentropic flow and shock wave properties of 

nitrogen.  This procedure has been followed wherever permissible in the 

calculations performed for this work. The values of total (stagnation) 

temperature which correspond to saturation of nitrogen in the test 

section of a wind tunnel at various Mach numbers and stagnation pressures 

are shown in Figure I. The corresponding values of Reynolds number 

attained in the test section are shown in Figure 2. 

Molecular nitrogen should have no reactions with pure graphite 

until significant dissociation occurs at about 5400oR,  at atmospheric 

pressure and at correspondingly higher temperatures at higher pressures 

(Reference 7).  Atonic nitrogen reacts with graphite to produce cyanogen, 

an extremely toxic gas.  Since dissociation is to be avoided in the 

present work, the generation of cyanogen in the present heater system 
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should not be expected.  However, since there is always the possi- 

bility that unwanted impurities will get into the system or that 

local hot spots might occur, it is possible that the heated gas might 

contain harmful contaminants.  During the early work, traces of cyanogen 

were found and since that time a hydrocyanic acid gas detector has been 

kept on hand to monitor the hot test gas (Reference lb). Safety pre- 

cautions for cyanogen are discussed in Reference 16. 

A general schematic diagram of the pilot hypersonic nitrogen 

tunnel is shown in Figure 3.  Nitrogen gas from storage cylinders passes 

through a drier and a  flowmeter into the high pressure stagnation chamber 

The pressure in the chamber (and, therefore, the flow rate) is manually 

controlled by a pressure regulating valve.  The gas in the chamber then 

passes through the graphite resistance element which is clamped between 

an electrical contact at one end and a heaw conical copper nozzle at 

the other. The hot gas from the graphite heater flows directly through 

the nozzle, then through a cooler, and finally through a two-stage air 

ejector at the downstream end of the system.  A view of the equipment 

is shown in Figure 4. 

Details of the stagnation chamber and heater assembly are 

shown In Figure 5.  A solid copper "0" ring is used to provide a gas- 

tight seal between the graphite element and the copper nozzle to which 

it is clamped.  The other end of the element is he d by graphite 

collets in a water-cooled electrical contact.  The electrical power 

leads are connected to the copper nozzle at one end and to the water- 

coo led brass tubes of the electrical contact at the other.  A 

cylindrical radiation shield of graphite coated on the inside with 

O.I'JO inches of pyrolytic graphite is placed around the element. 
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The electrical power for the heater system is supplied by 

three standard arc welding auto transformers from a 4Ü0 volt, 3 phase 

connection. The primaries are connected in delta and the secondaries 

suitably in parallel, as shown in Figure ü.  This arrangement helps to 

balance the load on the primary, and hence reduce the peak primary 

line currents.  Mechanically, the transformers are coupled t/ a chain 

drive to a small reversible A.C. motor (Figure 7) and the setting of 

the current output (which is independent of the secondary load 

resistance) is control lee' by remotely activating the motor from the 

control console.  A maximum output of 1200 amps at 40 volts is 

avai lable. 

A single precision Bourdon tube Heise gauge is used to read 

the pressure in the stagnation chamber and in the short chamber 

between the end of the heater and the nozzle throat.  A Brooks high 

pressure flowmeter indicates the mass flow of gas through the system. 

A multi-range ammeter, in conjunction with current transformers, and 
t 

a multi-range voltmeter are used to monitor the power supplied to the 

heater element.  Tungsien-rheniurn thermocouples have been used to 

measure the temperature of the outer wall of the graphite element, 

the outputs being recorded graphicallv on Speedomax pen recording 

mach Ines. 

Following the installation of a new heater element the 

complete system is first evacuated for several hours in order to 

eliminat; the atmosphere which enters during assembly and to outgas 

the graphite element ana other components of the syv.tem.  The system 

is then filled with pure nitrogen.  The vacuum gate valve is opened anc 

the flow of cooling water started.  The regulator is adjusted to give 

the required stagnation pressure downstream of the heater element, and 
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corresponding chamber pressure is also recorded.  The cold mass flow 

is measured by the flowmeter.  The current +o the element is then 

switched on and set to the desired value, while the stagnation pressure 

is held constant at the original value.  The particular test prograrr, 

is then carried through,the air ejectors being used when necessary to 

lower the gas densities in the nozzle and test seciion to reduce the 

heat transfer.  (No attempt is made here to establish high Mach number 

flow in the nozzle.)  At the completion, of the test, the current is 

switched off and the system allowed to cool by continuing a small flow 

of cold nitrogen.  Finally, the stagnation pressure is adjusted to its 

value during the test and the cold mass flow is measured as a check on 

the size of the nozzle throat. 

The stagnation temperature of the nitrogen leaving the graphite 

heater is controlled by the current passing through the element.  The 

stagnation temperature at a given current is estimated from the measure- 

ment of mass flow at that current in the following way:  The mass flow, 

m, through the system can be expressed as 

where A* is the effective area of the tunnel throat, p^. is the gas 

total pressure, R is the gas constanL for unit mass and T^. is the gas 

total temperature; |    is a factor which, for a thermally-perfect gas, 

depends on T* only and is constant for a perfect gas with constant 

specific heats.  It heopens that for nitrogen in the range of tempera- 

tures and pressure under consideration, f   is effectively constant. 

Consequently, equation (I) gives T-j.  explicitly in terms of m.  Using 

subscript   to denote values in the cold flow, we have 
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m0 = I   A0 Ptfr 
(RT0)- 

(2) 

where T0 is room temperature.  During normal operation, control is 

exercised so that p* = pt  and if we assume that the effective throat 
'o 

area does not change during the test, i e. A* = A*, it follows that 

m, 
T. 
Te 

Ü 
(3) 

from which the formula for the gas rota I temperature becomes 

T; - T0 
1T\tf 
m 

(4). 

Clearly, this method of temperature estimation depends directly on the 

assumption that A* is constant throughout the test, but the limitations 

of the method can be effectively condensed into this single assumption. 

The measurement of cold mass flow which is taken after a test shows 

whether A* changed during the test as a result of deposition or erosion. 

The change in A*  due to thermal expansion is calculated to be very 

small, but so far no direct measurement of this effect has been obtained 
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III.  THE GRAPHITE RESISTANCE HEATER ELEMENT 

Graphite is a material which is becoming of increasing 

importance in advanced projects because of its unique high temperature 

properties (Reference 9).  As a consequence, several new types of 

graphite have recently been developed, such as pyrolytic graphite and 

impregnated graphites (References 18 to 20) and these are proving to 

be useful in the present investigations.  Graphite sublimes directly 

from the solid to the vapor phase at "'200oR. at atmospheric pressure. 

Although it has a high creep resistance, at high temperatures it does 

tend to creep under stress rather than to fracture, and it can withstand 

severe thermal shock.  It is comparatively cheap and can be joined 

and fabricated fairly readily. 

The present design of the heater system is only one of a 

number of forms which might have been developed to do the same job. 

Resistance heating was chosen on account of its basic simplicity and 

to enable the use of a cheap form of electrical power supply.  With the 

method of heating and the heater material fixed, there still remains a 

wide range of possible element geometries; the overall size and shape 

of the element and Mie type of heat transfer passage must be selected. 

Several factors affect the choice of element geometry:  fir' ' ly, the 

power generated within the element by the maximum available current must 

be sufficient to heat the required mass 1 low of gas; secondly, the 

structural properties of graphite influence the choice of wall thickness 

and overall configuration; thirdly, joints between graphite sections 

must either be made by threading or by using a graphite cement, and 

these joints may not be impermeable to gases. 



Exploratory tests to evaluate the usefulness of different 

types of element geometry and different grades of graphite (Reference 10) 

resulted in the adoption of a simple design consisting of a cylindrical 

rod of high density graphite containing a simple spiral gas passage. 

The single heat transfer passage eliminates many of the stability 

problems which are associated with multiple passage designs 

(Reference 10) and the spiral configuration offers several advantages: 

a long continuous passage is obtained in a small and rugged element; 

the gas flow, in circulating around the element, will reduce any 

tendency for the current to channel down one side (Reference 21); 

and there is an improvement in heat transfer in a spiral passage com- 

pared with that in a straight passage (References 22 and 23). Since 

the length of heat transfer passage required is much less for turbulent 

flow than for laminar flow, care in design has fo be faken to select 

passage dimensions which ensure that the flow is turbulent (Reference 22). 

A guide to the design of the element was found in an extension 

of heat transfer results in a straight-through constant-area passage, 

(Reference 24) using an empirical correction lo take account of the 

spiral (Reference 22).  The results of calculafions for conditions of 

constant wall temperature and of constant heat flux to the gas are 

shown in Figure 8.  It is likely that the condition of heating exist- 

ing in the element (away from the ends which have to be cooled) lies 

somewhere between these two.  From Figure Ö, a value of the ratio of 

passage length to equivalent diameter can be chosen.  Preliminary tests 

indicated a range of possible values of overall length and diameter of 

element which could be conveniently machined and which gave a suitable 

resistance for the available electrical power supply.  A gas passage 

having a rectangular cross-section was chosen because its equivalent 
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diameter was smaller than for a square section with the same area. 

To avoid large pressure drops, the area of the gas passage must be 

such that the gas in the spiral has a low Mach number, and for the 

dimensions chosen the maximum Mach number in the passage was estimated 

to be about 0.04.  From such considerations, the shallow spiral shown 

in Figure 9 was selected. The passage length is approximately 27 inches, 

with an equivalent diameter of 0.08 inches.  The design operatJng condi- 

tion for this element is shown in Figure 8 for a stagnation pressure of 

1000 psia.  When operating at this stagnation pressure, the pipe Reynolds 

number based on the equivalent diameter of the passage is 76,500 when the 

gas is at room temperature and 11,800 at 5Ö0CPR.     Since the transition 

pipe Reynolds number for this spiral is about 8,500 it is believed that 

the flow through the heater element is turbulent (Reference 22). 

The element, shown in Figure 10, is constructed in two pa^ts 

which are machined from blocks of high density graphite.  A spiral 

groove is machined in a cylindrical rod which is slipped into a 

cylindrical shell, and the two sections, fitted by hand to have good 

contact throughout their length, are held together by a small amount 

of graphite glue applied to the joint near the beginning of the spiral 

passage (Figure 9).  The ends of the element are designed specially to 

reduce conduction losses to the cooling systems while still maintaining 

good electrical contact.  The heated gas leaves the spiral passage 

through a filter of twelve small holes to eliminate the swirl intro- 

duced by the sp iraI. 

Extensive tests using single spiral elements made from 

different grades of graphite (National Carbon Company) revealed a key 

problem.  Holes developed in the thin outer walls of the elements as 

a result of chemical reactions. Involving impurities within the porous 
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spaces of the graphite wall.  (The graphites used in these tests were 

not completely impervious and some gas entered the spiral passage 

through the outer wall due to the pressure difference arising from the 

pressure loss in the passage.)  Time histories of the element wall 

temperature distributions, obtained using tungsten-rhenium thermo- 

couples recording on self-balancing potentiometers, showed that the 

appearance of a h^le marked the end of the useful life of the element 

(Reference 10).  In an attempt to prevent this early failure from 

occurring, a series of elements, manufactured from Grade ATJ 

(National Carbon Company) graphite, were coated over the outside 

wall with an impermeable layer of pyrolytic graphite, nominally 

0.005 inches in thickness.  (The coating process was carried out by 

High Temperature Materials, Inc. of Boston.)  Further, a supply of 

very high purity nitrogen, containing a total or six parts per million 

of oxygen and water vapor, was procurred. During subsequent tests 

using coated elements, no holes appeared in the waI Is of any of these 

elements during repeated operation, unde" steady conditions, at gas 

temperatures greater than 4000oR.  The performance obtained using coated 

elements is typical of that obtained during the most recent tests using 

elements made from newer grades of very dense graphite.  Some results 

from tests using coated e lements, wh ich had the geometry shown in 

Figure 9, are presented in the following sections as an illustration 

of the performance of the present heater system. 
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IV.  SOME RESULTS FROM HEATER PERFORMANCE TESTS 

Four coated elements, as described in Section ill, were 

tested in turn. During each test, readings were taken at several 

distinct current 5ettings before operating contiguously for f>ve 

minutes at the highest current setting.  Heater 2 w.is operated for a 

total of 25 tests (which implies a total running time at gas tempera- 

tures over 3000oR. of over 2 hours and at gas temperatures over 4000oR. 

of over I hour). For this heater the results from tests I, 5, 10, 15 

and 20 are presetted. Heaters I, 3, and 4, were each used several times 

but results are given for only one test of each. The elements were 

nominally identical and the stagnation pressure was always 1000 psia. 

During the 25 tests using Heater 2, the cold mass flow measurement taken 

between tests indicated some slight reduction In throat size resulting 

from the deposition of a fI Im of solid material which appeared to contain 

graphite. A comparison of the measurements of cold mass flow taken 

before and after the series of tests indicated the film was less than 

0.0005 inches thick and was thought to arise as a result of the presence 

of Impurities In the system.  Supporting evidence of this was supplied 

by the way in which the deposits occurr^'i.  There was occasionally a 

definite reduction in mass flow after o e test and not after the next, 

even though the latter test might have been a repetition of the former 

one, or a test carried out at increased values of current and conse- 

quently gas temperature. More significant deposits have been observed 

in the contraction ahead of the nozzle throat on previous occasions 

when appreciable quantities of impurity have been known to be present 

in the heater system (Reference 10).  Further, after a series of tests, 

a light film of graphite dust has generally been found in the corners 

of the spiral passage, which is likely to be the result of oxidation 
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of the graphite by the small amounts of oxygen and water in the 

nitrogen supply.  The amount and detailed appearance of the dust 

depend on the graphite which is used, and it is probable that't.he 

grain size and oxidation resistance of the material are major influences. 

The simplest way of expressing the performance of the heating 

system is in the form of a graph of gas total temperature, 1±,   against 

current, i, for a given total pressure.  The performance obtained in 

tests using Heater 2 at a gas stagnation pressure of IOOC psia is shown 

in Fi gure I I. 

In order to express the perfomance of the system in a more 

significant fashion, it is desirable to use non-dimensional quantities 

instead of simply temperature and current and it is desirable to plan the 

experimental procedure so as to obtain sufficient information to present 

the results in non-dimensional form.  The non-dimensional version of the 

dependent variable T.^. is taken to be  T>   defined by 

X 
The  non-dimensional   version  of   the   independent   variable   i   is taken  to   be 

X def ined  by 

.2 

K_« 0   - (6) 

mocf0To 

where  r   ,   m0 and Cp     are  the  values of  the  e'ement   resistance,   the mass 

flow  of   gas  and  specific   heat of  the gas,   all   tak^^   at  room temperature. 

From equations   (4)   and  (5),   we  have also 

t - (^j -' (7). 
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To be able to obtain experimentally the plot of the total temperature 

parameter, t , against the current parameter, fC , for a heater 

element it is necessary to determine the resistance when cold, r0. 

It was found impossible to measure r0 accurately because of the 

presence of contact resistances which, when the system is cold, are 

sometimes of the same order as the element resistance. Consequently, 

an extrapolation procedure is used which is described in detail in 

Reference II. The scheme for experimentally determining the performance 

of an element is the following:  in the cold flow, m0 and T0 are measured 

and hence Cp obtained; at different current settings, i, m and v are 

measured, where v is the voltage across the element, and r * v/i is 

calculated; r is plotted against C      and the curve extrapolated to room 

temperature to obtain r0; ri    -  f0>/^ocp  ^o ,s calculated and then ^ 

is plotted against ?C 

Results for the four elements are shown in Figure 12.  The 

values of cold resistance, r0, and the cold mass flow, m0, for the con- 

sidered tests are given in Table I.  It is seen from the values of r0 

that the elements did not initially have the same cold resistances, 

moreover, that the cold resistance of Heater 2 progressively increased 

with the number of times it was used. The effect of the film which 

formed in the orifice on the cold mass flow for Heater 2 is seen in 

the given values of m0.  Also recorded in Table I is the pressure drop 

parameter, CPo >   which we define as the ratio of the cold pressure 

drop down the element to the stagnation pressure (always 1000 psia). 

The values of ^o     'n the first tost of each heater were similar but 

for Heater 2 decreased progressively with the number of tests performed. 

This effect has been observed with all coated elements which have been 
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tested, but has not been found in the case of elements made completely 

from one type of graphite.  The decrease in pressjre drop resulted 

from a loosening of the spiral section within the outer shell of the 

heater element, which is probably an effect of creep.  (Creep would 

occur as a result of thermal stresses arising from the different coeffi- 

cients of expansion of the pyrolytic graphite coating and of the 

base graphite.) 

A plot of the overall efficiency of the heater system, 77 

which Is defined as the heat received by the gas to the energy put 

into the system, against   v   is shown in Figure 15. "fj      decreases 

from a cold value of about 0.8 to about 0.59 at gas temperature of SOOCPR. 
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V.  SOME THEORETICAL CONSIDERATIONS 

The present heating system, under steady conditions, can be 

represented qjite generally by a control volume through which flows a 

mass flow of gas, m, and an electric current, i.  The gas enters with 

specific enthalpy h0 and leaves through a choked orifice with specific 

enthalpy hf.  Power is put into the system equal to i^r, r being the 

total resistance Inside the control volume and heat is lost at a rate, (J. 

There is no external work done. 

The energy balance for the system is then 

iV= m(Kt-h.) + a (8) 

which may be non-dimensiona I Ized by dividing by mc Cp T0 to give 

/^ 
(9) 

t 

wh^re A    :=        — (10) 

™-oCfoTo 

^ m (ht- Ü 
(ID 

Q 
and y     =         — (12). 

^o cro7o 
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If  v  ,■ ascume  the  gas   is  thermally perfect,   the quantity     I ._,    y 
\    C f« I o / 

Is  a   function of      v      only,  and   for   the  range of   temperature of 

interest   itmay  be  assumed  that   it   can   be  represented analytically  by 

the   formula 

ht-k    ä r(i+ kr) (1„ 
Cr.T. 

where k is a small constant which represents the departure of the gas 

from a calor ica I I y-per feet gas; a study of the enthalpy of nitrogen 

leads to the choice of k = 0.0185, for TQ = 530oR. Therefore, substi- 

tuting from equations (7) and (13) in equation (II), it follows that for 

a given thermally-perfect gas, 11 depends on {,      only and is explicitly 

given by 

Li = (i + r)*r(i+kr; (14). 

Nothing has been said about the way in which the losses occur but we 

choose to write (Reference II), 

^   =    (^   " '] r 

This is quite permissible since we do not put any restrictions on Ot. , 

The reason for writing the coefficient of   C in +his way is that o6 

is then simply related to the efficiency "Y)        of the heating system. 

T7  = /^^"X      >   oncJ ' t ,Tiay easi ly be shown that, if  79 0  denotes 

the limiting value of t)       In the cold flow, then oi/Un     G*~   =1 ^7© ; 

so that   oC   is such that its Initial value is the initial efficiency 

of the system. 
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Hence, from equation., (9), (14), and (15), the energy 

balance gives 

rt X = (1+r;rr(l+Kr)+(i-_i)r (16), 

Now, from the definition (6) and (10), it follows that. 

\ = f (17) 

where the quantity        ß        is given   by 

( 18) 

and   is regarded,    like  the efficiency parameter,    OC   ,  as  a  quantity 

which  depends  on   everything. 

By  combining  equations   (16)   and   (17),   we have   finally 

I K-t O^r^kr)-^'    1)T (19) 

which   is a  general   expression  for  the  performance of  the  heating   system 

containing  two  completely   unknown  quantities,       OC      and f   ■ 
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VI. AN EMPIRICAL CORRELATION OF HEATER PERFORMANCE 

To be able to use the energy balance equation (19) to obtain 

a useful expression for the performance of the system, empirical ex- 

pressions for OC and B     are sought from experimental test results 

in the following way:  ß is calculated from equation (lb) and  A» 

from equation (17);  06 is obtained from equation (16) and plots are 

prepared of  OC  and   p  against  C  .  The plots obtained using 

the results from tests of Heaters I, 2, 3 and 4 are given in Figures 14 

and 15.  From Figure 14, it is clear that in the range of   t   covered 

in these tests a surprisingly close representation of the results is ob- 

tained if the assumption is made that 

oL is   independent  of       C (20). 

It   is  noted  that   the constancy of      oC     has  been observed   in  the  results 

of all   tests  of   all   heater  elements  ever   tested   (more  than  40)   with    one 

notable exception;   on one occasion  a   heater  element  was  tested  wi+nout 

a radiation  shield  around   it,   and   in   this  case OC        decreased by 

more  than  ten   percent  between C     =   I   and &      =  6. 

The  results   for     6 which  are plotted   in  Figure   15   show 

more  scatter   than   the  corresponding  resuhs   for     CC      .     This   is  not  un- 

expected  since       R is  sensitive  to  detailed  element   geometry  and   is 

particularly  dependent on  the material.     The variation  of       6        with     t 

will   largely  depend  on  the   form of   the  variation of   the  resistivity 

of  the  graphite  with  temperature   (Reference   II).     The analytical 

representation  which   is   found  to   fit  closely the results   for  the  coated 

elements   Is  of  the   form 
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(9 = 

I + a (?+ t  ) v i ^— ,   a  «jnd   b   independent  of    L 
TTbTrTrT 

(21). 

Figure   15  shows   this expression  to adequately represent   the  test  resuHs 

over  the  range of       C       lor  which  results  were obtained,   the   inherent 

errors   involved   in  measurements   in   the  region      t     =0  does   not  allow 

a close   investigation   in  this  region. 

Thus   it   is possible  to obtain  an  empirical   correlation of 

the  present   heater   performance  by   incorporating  the  empirical   results 

(20)   and   (21)    into  the  theoretical    formula   (19)   to   give 

X 
ii-afr+r1) 

(i+r)tr(i+kTH;H)r (22) 

where k   depends  only on  the particular    gas,  a and  b  are   independent 

of       L for   a  given element.     A  comparison of   the curves   from 

equation   (22)   with  the previously  given   experimental   points   is  shown 

in  Figure   16. 

/.  possible use  for  the  empirical  equation   (22)   appears   in 

extending the  use  of  the  heater   system  to operation  at  other   pressures. 

First   it   's  necessary to   find  empirically  the  form of  the    S   v.    t 

variation  which   best   fits  the  particular   graphite which   is   used   for 

the  element.      It   is  then  necessary only  to seek  the  variation  of    OC     , 

and   in  the  present  case a  and  b,   with   stagnation  pressure   (or   some  non- 

dimensional   representation of   it),   to obtain an  extended  correlation 

formula.      In   its   present   form,   the  empirical   representation  of  the 

heater  performance  has  been  very  useful    in  clarifying  the  experimental 

resuIts. 
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VII« CONCLUDIN . REMARKS 

Using graphite resistance elements coated externally with 

pyolytic graphite, steady operation of the heating system of the pilot hyper- 

sonic nitrogen tunnel has been achieved for periods of over five 

minutes at gas temperatures up to 5000oR.  (The operating times were 

limited by the amount of compressed air available for the ejector system.) 

Many difficulties which were encountered in the development of 

the system are thought to have been ca sed by chemical reactions in the 

heater involving substances other than pure nitrogen and pure graphite . 

The formation of holes in the outer walls of elements used in earlier 

tests was probably a result of chemical reactions taking place during 

the passage of impurities through a permeable graphite wall. An im- 

permeable coating of pyrolytic graphite over the outer wall cf the 

element has been entirely successful in preventing the occurrence of 

these holes, and further significant improvements in heater performance 

have been obtained as a result of attention being concentrated on methods 

of eliminating all contamination from the system.  The use of very high 

purity nitrogen, careful procedures for cleaning and handling components, 

and outgassing of the system before use, are considered necessary to 

obtain optimum performance.  Since there will inevitably be traces of 

impurities which cannot be entirely eliminated, a dense graphite with 

high resistance +o oxidation should be used so that the effects of ary 

impurities will be minimized.  (Oxidation within tho element can result 

in the contamination of the nitrogen stream by solid graphite particles, 

and in the reduction of the size of the nozzle  throat by the deposition 

of products of chemical reaction.   Both these effec+s are highly 

undesirable from the point of view of conducting aerodynamic tests.) 
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A  coating of  pyrolytic  graphite over a I I   surfaces of  the element would 

provide excellent  resistance  to oxidation,   but   the   technical   problems 

of   such  a   r.olution  have  not   yet   been   fully  explored.     Another promis- 

i nq  poss ib i I ity   is of fered   in   the  use of  a  re Iat I/eIy  new mater iaI, 

recrysta I Iized graphite Type  ZTA   (National   Carbon  Company),  which  has 

a  very  high  resistance  to oxidation,   high  density  and  very   low perme- 

ability   (compared with  Grade ATJ).     Since  the  permeability of Grade ZTA 

is   low,   and  moreover   since   it  can  be reduced  to  near  that of  pyrolytic 

graphite  by  a process of   impregnation,   it may  be possible to  use  un- 

coated   elements  made   from  this material.     Tests  are   presently  being 

performed   using Grade ZTA  graphite and  the   initial   results are very 

prom i s i ng. 

More  development   work   is   required   to  extend  the  operation  of 

the  heater   system to  higher   stagnation  pressures   (abound   10,000 psia) 

so that   the  densities and  Reynolds   numbers   in  the  tunnel   test section 

can  be  varied over  a wide  range.     Problems  concerned  with  the 

structural   soundness  of   the  element  and the current-carrying capacity 

of   the electrical   contacts  might  occur,   but   these  are not   likely to 

be  severe.     The  copper  throat  of   the  nozzle will   probably melt when 

the   flow   there ceases  to  be   laminar,   but  the  ultimate  solution  to this 

problem   is  available   in   the  use of   the same material   for   the throat  as 

for   the   heater  element   itself.     An   attractive  possibility   is offered 

in  the  use  of  a pyrolytic  graphite  throat  which  can   be manufactured 

using  a  plating process.     The  present  method  of   estimating gas total 

lemperature,   involving  the metering of  mass   flow,   might   present  experi- 

mental   difficulties  at   higher   pressures and  some of   the   simplifying 

assumptions  and approximations  used   in  the  analysis  of  the present 
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heater performünce may have to be modified.  However, the empirical 

formula with a theoretical basis which describes the performance of 

the present system at 1000 psia stagnation pressure, may well help 

greatly in any such extension to higher pressures. 

The present heater can be used to heat any inert gas stream 

(but care must be taken to ensure that properties used in the present 

work which are peculiar to nitrogen, are not used for other gases). 

For example, a similar unit has been used with freon in experiments 

concerned with temperatures of dissociation (Reference 25) and with 

helium.  If helium is  sed, the heater can supply gas temperatures 

(3000oR.) which are sufficient to avoid condensation in an expansion 

to Mach numbers greater than 60, and can also supply gas conditions 

simulating stagnation point heat flux of an ICBM on re-entry. 

It may be said in conclusion that, with the development of 

a successful heater unit for use with nitrogen, a major problem in 

the design of a truly continuous wind tunnel to operate with a di- 

atomic gas at Mach numbers up to 20 has been solved.  Also, the 

experience which has been obtained in the development of this unit 

will have application in the design of a similar system for heating 

air as new non-oxidizing materials become available. 
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NOMENCLATURE 

a       coefficient in the numeraior of assumed expression for 6 

b       coefficient in thp denominator of assumed expression for ß 

Cp     value at room temperature TQ of specific heat of gas at 
constant pressure; 261.7 joules per pound mass 0R. for 
nitrogen at 530oR. 

hf      specific enthalpy of gas; joules per pound mass 

h0      specific enthalpy of gas at temperature T0; joules per 
pound mass 

i       current; amps 

k       constant used in representation of (h-f.-h0)/Cp T0 as a 
function of Y; 0.0185 for nitrogen when 
T0 = 530

oR. 

m       mass flow of gas; pound mass per second 

m0      cold mass flow of gas; pound mass per second 

pt      total pressure of gas; pound weight per square inch 

pt      total pressure of gas in cold flow; pound weight per 
square inch 

r resistance of element; ohms 

r0 cold resistance of element; ohms 

A* area of nozzle throat; square inches 

A*0 area of nozzle throat in cold flow; square inches 

Q rate of heat loss from heater system; joules per second 

R gas constant for unit mass of gas 

T0 room temperature, value of T^ in the cold flow; 0R. 

T* total (stagnation) temperature of gas;  R. 

20 



o^     efficiency parameter, defined such that  V := 

0      resistance parame+er, defined as r/r0 

1$ ratio of specific heat at constant pressure to 
specific heat at constant volume for a gas 

7)     efficiency of heater system, equal to ''\ 

Hp    limiting value of T)       in the cold flow 

^,    current parameter, defined as i r0/mccr0T0 

A     non-dimensional energy Input into the heater system, 
equal to i2r/m0cp0T0 

>" 
non-dimensional energy input into the gas, equal to 
m(ht-h0)/m0CpoT0 

Y     ncn-dimensionaI rate of heat loss from the heater 
system, equal to Q/im0Cp0To 

L total temperature parameter, defined as Tt-T0/T0 

Q) pressure drop parameter, defined as the cold pressure drop 
in the heater passage divided by p| 

r non-dimensional factor which, for a real gas, depends on 
temperature and pressure 

Extra symbols used in Figure 8: 

Ap     cross sectional area of the gas passage; square inches 
A 

de      equivalent diameter of the gas passage, 
inches \  perimeter of cross 

\    section 

ds      mean diameter of spiral passage; inches 

i total length of the gas passage, inches 

Tt,     total temperature of gas entering heat transfer 
passage;0R. 

T-j-      total temperature of gas leaving heat transfer 
2     passage; R. 

Tn      temperature of passage wall where gas total temperature P 

r 
Is T+2; 

UR. 

viscosi+y of gas at temperature T ; pounds mass per inch 
second 
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Table   1:     Data of     tested  heater  elements 

Tost   No. (ohms) 
mo 

( lbs   /sec) 
CUo 

1  Heater   1. 1 0.057 0.0186 0.045   | 

Heater 2. 1 
5 

10 
15 
20 

0.063 
0.064 
0.065 
0.070 
0.072 

0.0186 
0.0181 
0.0178 
0.0176 
0.0176 

0.040 
0.035 
0.031 
0.028 
0.026    | 

| Heater   3. 1 0.052 0.0187 0.041 
I 

1 Heater 4. 1 0.058     i 0.0184 0.045   | 
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Figure 4. The Pilot Hypertonic Nitrogen Tunnel 
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